
GOAL 21: 
REAL NON-RESIDENTIAL

PRIVATE SECTOR
INVESTMENT

 

STATUS: PROGRESSING BUT NOT ON TRACK

BY 2028, NEW BRUNSWICK WILL REVERSE THE
NEGATIVE TREND IN REAL NON-RESIDENTIAL

PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT AND RETURN TO
2007 LEVELS.

Year 2021



In 2007, non-residential private sector investment per capita in New

Brunswick reached an all-time high of $7,569, after which it began to

decline. In 2015 and 2016, investment was 34% and 36% lower than in

2007. In 2017 and 2018, there was an increase of 15% and 25%,

respectively, from the 2016 value, but we saw a 15% dip in the

numbers from 2018 to 2019. This fluctuation disrupted what was

thought to indicate an end to a decade-long negative trend, as non-

residential private sector investments per capita began to rise.

During the 2008 recession, non-residential capital investment

declined across the globe. In Canada, investment further declined in

2015 and 2016 as oil prices fell. These trends also impacted New

Brunswick.

Problem

Cause

Importance

Non-residential investment from the private sector (also known as the

commercial sector) refers to capital expenditures on plants,

equipment, and other assets used in the production of goods and

services. This does not include investments in the residential sector,

such as expenditures on home renovations, or investments from

government and non-profit organizations. Non-residential private

sector investment is an important economic driver because it

determines levels of labour productivity and labour demand.

Overview



In 2008, New Brunswick saw a steep decline in non-residential private

sector investment, which mirrored the national decline. However, only

one year after the 2008 economic crisis, Canada’s real non-residential

private investments began to increase again, whereas New Brunswick’s

negative trend continued until 2017. The slow growth of GDP and

employment levels that New Brunswick has been experiencing since

2008 are a result of falling private sector investment, and if the

province is able to increase investment, it is likely that GDP and

employment will increase as well. This is displayed in Figure 1.

In the Numbers
Real Non-Residential Private Investment: 
An Overview

Figure 1: Real Non-Residential Private Investments 
(2012 constant dollars per capita)

(See full data set in Appendix A)



The financial crisis of 2008 had a large impact on investments in New

Brunswick’s private industries. Individually, each industry showed a

developmental trend mirroring that of the province’s total real non-

residential private investment: a negative trend that has been ongoing

since 2008, though showing signs of reverse since 2015. This is

presented in Figure 2.

A Closer Look
Real Non-Residential Private Investment:
Industries

Figure 2: Real Non-Residential Private Investments in New Brunswick, by

Select Industry (2012 constant dollars per capita)

(See full data set in Appendix B)



Figure 3: Real Non-Residential Private Investments in New Brunswick,

by Assets (2012 constant dollars per capita)

(See full data set in Appendix C)

Non-residential private sector investments include expenditures on four

different types of assets: 1) non-residential buildings, 2) engineering

construction, 3) machinery and equipment, and 4) intellectual property

products. Figure 3 shows that investment in machinery and equipment is

higher than in other assets, whereas investment in intellectual property

products is the lowest.

Real Non-Residential Private Investment:
Assets



As shown in Figure 4, the percentage of GDP going towards non-residential

private investments has continued to fluctuate for New Brunswick, Nova

Scotia, and for Canada in general, all showing an overall downward slope

from 1990 to 2019. Over this period, Canada and Nova Scotia had almost

equal amounts of volatility, while New Brunswick showed the most fluctuation.

In 2007, 20.1% of New Brunswick’s GDP went towards non-residential private

investments, and this amount demonstrated a negative trend reaching 11.6%

by 2016, increasing to 14% in 2018, and decreasing again to 11.9% in 2019.

Figure 4: Real Non-Residential Private Investments as a Share of GDP (%)

(See full data set in Appendix D)

Real Non-Residential Private Investment: 
GDP



The term “end-year gross stock” refers to the value of the previous year’s

capital stock plus the value of new investments, minus the yearly

deductions (called retirements or discards) of the value of the stock. Net

stock attempts to measure the productive capacity of the capital stock.

The value of the net stock in any given year is meant to reflect the

market value or economic value of the investments comprising the stock. 

 

As presented in Figure 5, the trends for end-year gross stock and linear

end-year net stock for Canada are similar to those for Nova Scotia and

New Brunswick. The two provinces are increasing but not keeping up

with the nationwide average. New Brunswick has overtaken Nova

Scotia’s end-year gross stock and linear end-year net stock; however,

both have shown stability in recent years.

Figure 5: Non-Residential End-Year Gross Stock and Linear End-Year Net Stock

(2012 constant dollars per capita)

(See full data set in Appendix E)

Real Non-Residential Private Investment: 
Stock



Non-residential private sector investment is an important economic

driver because it determines levels of labour productivity and labour

demand. During the 2008 recession, non-residential private sector

investment declined across the globe. In Canada, investment further

declined in 2015 and 2016. These trends impacted New Brunswick

negatively. However, in 2018 there was an increase of 25 percentage

points from 2016, and even though in 2019 there was only a 7% increase

from 2016, this goal is still progressing, but not on track.

Summary



Appendix A
Real Non-Residential Private Investments (2012 Constant Dollars
Per Capita)

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM Table 031-0005: Flows and stocks of fixed non-
residential capital, by industry and asset, Canada, provinces and territories, annual
(dollars x 1,000,000); Statistics Canada, CANSIM Table 051-0001: Estimates of population,
by age group and sex for July 1, Canada, provinces and territories, annual (persons)



Appendix B

Real Non-Residential Private Investments in New Brunswick, by
Select Industry (2012 Constant Dollars Per Capita)

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM Table 031-0005: Flows and stocks of fixed non-residential
capital, by industry and asset, Canada, provinces and territories, annual (dollars x 1,000,000)



Appendix C
Real Non-Residential Private Investments in New
Brunswick, by Assets (2012 Constant Dollars Per Capita)

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM Table 031-0005: Flows and stocks of fixed non-residential capital, by
industry and asset, Canada, provinces and territories, annual (dollars x 1,000,000)



Appendix D
Real Non-Residential Private Investments as a Share of GDP (%)

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM Table 031-0005: Flows and stocks of fixed non-residential
capital, by industry and asset, Canada, provinces and territories, annual (dollars x 1,000,000);
Statistics Canada, CANSIM Table 36-10-0222-01: Gross domestic product, expenditure-based,
provincial and territorial, annual (x 1,000,000)



Appendix E
Non-Residential End-Year Gross Stock and Linear End-Year
Net Stock (2012 Constant Dollars Per Capita)

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM Table 031-0005: Flows and stocks of fixed non-residential
capital, by industry and asset, Canada, provinces and territories, annual (dollars x 1,000,000)


